Abstract: Network technology for interaction between two applications via the HTTP protocol was considered in article.When client works with REST API -it means it works with "resources", and in SOAP work
Introduction
Web service -a network technology that creates the ability to interact with different applications over the network by sending messages between each other. HTTP / HTTPS is used as the transport protocol, although some web services may use other protocols. The W3C consortium defines a web service as a "software system developed to support interoperable intercomputer network interoperability" [1] .
Initially web servers sent the information only in the form of hypertext documents (HTML), browsers were used to display the documents and most of these documents were static, thus for adding new information developers had to create new HTML pages and add links to new pages from old pages. The next step was a massive transition to the use of page generators and the construction of dynamic websites. At the same time there were web services, but they were used only in enterprise applications for integration with various external systems.
After JavaScript became popular and the AJAX (Asynchronous Javascript and XML) approach was offered, web services began to be used to work with regular websites, but only part of the requests were sent to web services. Most of the data is generated on the basis of page generator on the server side.
There are several principles that underlie web services:
• Processing of one request consists of three operations: receiving a request, processing, sending a response • Each web service has its own request and response format • Any machine connected to the Internet can send request to web service
Research methodology
The following methods were chosen to research web services namely Restful architecture:
• Analysis -consideration of the approach, taking into account its individual properties.
• Experiment -testing the approach in specially created conditions. •
Comparison -comparing several approaches or their properties with each other according to a particular parameters.
• Measurement -based on accurate calculations and numerical values. During the analysis, the basic principles of Restful Architecture will be considered, their efficiency and expediency. Also, sizes of representations of the objects will be compared with each other.
In the practical part, an experiment will be conducted on measuring file transfer speeds using two different approaches and comparing the results and analyzing the properties of each approach.
Theoretical part Architectural principles that create Restful architecture in total are offered by Roy Fielding in 2000 in a dissertation entitled "Architectural Styles and Design of Network Software Architectures", while this architectural approach was not adopted by the community, but has now become widespread.
It is accepted that the client is working with the REST API -working with "resources". Each resource must have its own unique URI (Uniform Resource Identifier). Here you can pay attention to the difference between SOAP, because SOAP works with operations and it makes easier to develop more complex logic. SOAP is more often used in the development of applications for complex logic enterprises.
As already mentioned, REST is a set of architectural principles, and if they are all followed, REST APIs will be built. But often some of the principles are not followed to optimize performance, reduce development time and more.
Explicit use of HTTP methods. One of the architectural principles of RESTful architecture suggests more explicit use of HTTP-methods, namely:
• POST -Creating a Resource (Create)
• GET -Getting a Resource (Retrieve)
• PUT -Change state of the resource (Update)
• DELETE -Delete the resource (Delete) These operations: create, retrieve, update, delete in the sum called CRUD. Often these operations are quite enough to perform all the operations of the web service URI. URI is a unified resource identifier. REST web services use a certain URI formation style. Suppose we create a web service in which we work with entity "student", over this entity can do at least 4 operations: creation, retrieving, updating and deletion. Using the REST style of Web services, the URLs will look like this ("service.com" -the conditional domain of the service):
• GET service.com/students -Getting the status of all students • GET service.com/students/5 -Getting the status of student with ID equals "5"
• POST service.com/students -Creating a new student, the object itself is sent in the body of the request • PUT service.com/students/5 -Changing state of student with ID equals "5"
• DELETE service.com/students/5 -Delete a student with ID equals "5" Stateless. Another fundamental principle of RESTful architecture is not to store the current state, that is, each request includes all the necessary information for its processing and is completely independent from the previous and next request. This is also expressed in the absence of sessions that a user receives on regular websites when authorizing. There are several ways to avoid using sessions in order to build the true REST API.
The most popular way is to use Token Authentication. The sense of this authentication method is that the user sends the account name or email and password using the HTTPS protocol to the web service. Then a token is created on the web service, which includes the name of the account / email and additional information that will be useful for further work with the user, such as the role of the user, the date of the expiration of the token service, and so on. After additional information has been collected in the token, to protect the data and to allow only the current web service to work with the token, the token will be encrypted using keys that were previously generated by the developer or administrator. Additional information is required in order to reduce the number of queries to the database for the recovery of the required data, considering that in subsequent actions of the user, the token will be sent each time to the request header and on the server side it will be decoded to verify the validity of the token.
HATEOAS. In addition, there is another principle that is important for creating a true REST API. This principle is called HATEOAS (Hypermedia as the Engine of Application State). It states that work should be conducted only with hyperlinks, these resources contain information about themselves and links to other resources. That is, on the example of the "student" entity, in the transferred object should be a reference to this resource, to avoid working with resource identifiers in the form of the normal value of the object and for example the entities of "course", "group", and others. It is still necessary to add links to the indirect changes of the state of the resource to the body of the answer. This principle is often not used.
Caching. Not so rarely, web services based on Restful architecture are subject to high load on the part of customers, then to reduce the time to answer -it is recommended to apply caching resources on their side. To do this, the server must be able to work correctly with the "prompts" for the client, namely, which resource can be cached, which is the validity period of the cached resource. This principle is usually not used on web services with a low load and a small amount of data transmitted due to the complexity of its proper implementation and no need.
Data exchange formats. Often, a particular web service uses a certain format for data exchange. For example, when communicating with REST, the web service will most likely use JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) as the format of the exchange, while SOAP uses XML, but it's really confronted with the REST API, which will interact with the server using XML.
When using RESTful architecture using the JSON object transfer format instead of XML, the load on the communication channel is reduced, higher productivity due to the fact that the body size of the response from the web service significantly decreases.
For example, working with the conditional entity "student", which has three fields: email, first name, last name when using:
•JSON: If the API is intended to be public, then it is recommended to support both types of data exchange, so that third-party developers themselves can determine for themselves a more convenient type of representations. However, it should be remembered that in case of abundant use of XML representations on the communication channel will be more load. We should not forget about the documentation for third-party developers, because only they will be able to fully use the API. The documentation should describe the main use cases of users, as well as fully consider examples of server requests (protocol, headline and body) and responses.
Practical part There are two most popular approaches to working with REST files, but you can not identify the best one, so each one has its own advantages and disadvantages.
The first approach is to convert binary data to Base64 format, which increases the file size, usually by 25 -35%. This approach allows you to transfer files as parameters of JSON or XML objects. Also, using this approach, it is possible to conveniently record data in a database as a normal parameter of an object, but it is also a disadvantage because when extracting a Base64 file from a database, the entire operation slows down, that is, when we want to get a user profile and return it to his client we need to fetch his photo or avatar from the database and this operation is very difficult because the volume of the file is very large and much more than all the data from the profile and after the operation of deleting the profile, the data fall into the RAM and to the moment until they are sent to the user in full they can not be cleared from memory.
The second approach is to provide each file its own URI and its regular sending via the HTTP protocol as a multipart. Using this approach, files can also be saved in the database, but it does not make sense because it will also have to spend the RAM until they are sent. As a habit, files are stored in a specific directory on the server and when requested by the client, it checks does user have access to these files and, if yes, uses this file to redirect the buffered thread immediately to the client. That is, in memory there is only a buffer size inserted, which is much smaller than the file itself. But for each file you need to create a new HTTP connection that takes a while.
To test these two approaches, the REST web service was written in which work is being conducted with distance learning at a higher education institution. For example, 2 operations were selected: updating the avatar of the profile and receiving the changed profile from server.
The purpose of testing is to compare the speed of these two approaches and the load on the resources of the server.
As an avatar was found a picture of 184 pixels in height and 184 pixels wide in the expanses of the Internet. The size of the picture in binary form is 59592 bytes. The size of the picture in the Base64 standard is 79,456 bytes, that is, in this format the size is larger by 33%.
For comparison, two basic values will be used: server processing time and time of the entire operation (is the amount of server processing time and time to create an HTTP connection and time to transfer data).
Consider the first operation -updating the avatar of the profile, this operation consists of checking the JWT token on the side of the server and saving the image. When using the representation of a file in the Base64 standard, the image was sent to the server as a single parameter of the JSON object, and in the second approach the image was the entire body of the request.
Fig. 4 -Operation updating the avatar
The second operation is to receive profile information and avatar. The difference in both approaches is that when using a file in the Base64 standard, only one HTTP connection will be created in which all data in the form of a JSON object will be transmitted. In the second approach, the profile information and the avatar's own URLs are first transmitted in the first HTTP response, and then another HTTP connection is created to get the avatar itself.
Fig. 5 -Getting profile and avatars
As you can see from the diagrams, the operation using the Base64 standard is faster, because getting the file from the database and working with it in the RAM provides a higher speed, but it is not very safe because with a large number of server requests for the purpose get files, free RAM at the time of processing can end and the server can fall down.
You should also pay attention to the fact that when performing the operations of getting profile and avatar server processing time using a second approach is much smaller than in the first approach, that is, ⅔ of the operation involved the creation of communication and the transfer of the file itself, which is well reflected in the low loaded on the server.
Another thing to say about the load capacity of the communication channel is that using the other approach the amount of information transmitted is about 33 percent less, in this example it does not matter because the picture was small and at one time only one request was fulfilled, but at a large number of requests and a large amount of files -the bandwidth may not be enough and there will be long delays.
Conclusions Recently, the approach to creating sites that use JavaScript to get all data from the server has gained popularity. That is, when you go to the URL browser receives HTML markup and JavaScript scripts. The markup does not contain any data and is only a template for further filling in the data. After the client has got markup and scripts, he caches them so that next time it is not necessary to reload this, which considerably accelerates the speed of work. Then the client sends requests to web services, after receiving responses containing the data itself, the client updates the markup based on the data received. That is, it turns out that the page generator is not on the server side but on the client side. This approach is convenient for several reasons:
• The server has less load, because the client is engaged in converting data into HTML markup • Also, the amount of information transmitted is much less in all cases, except for the initial loading of all templates and scripts.
• When creating mobile, desktop applications you do not need to rewrite the server part. That is, the server part is created regardless of which client platforms will use it. Another thing to say about the popular architecture of server applications -"microservice architecture". The essence of this architecture is that instead of building a monolithic application, a set of services is built, each of which contains a certain logic and performs a certain functionality. For complete processing of client requests on a server, these services interact with each other through web services. I want to highlight one of the many benefits of this approach -each service from the many services that form the application can be written in another programming language, unlike other services, may contain any DBMS and generally use completely different approaches. This greatly facilitates the set of team development, the process of developing and selecting an optimal stack for specific tasks, which in turn can significantly improve the performance impact. All this is made possible by web services as well as Restful architecture.
